
RM 36-18 LTX BL 46 and FSB/FSD 36-18 LTX BL 40
Mowing and trimming. New cordless lawn mower and cordless brush cutter from Metabo

•	 Three-in-one	lawn	mower:	mowing,	collecting	and	mulching	
•	 Efficient	mowing	of	large	areas	up	to	800	m2

•	 Powerful	brush	cutter	for	any	application

Well-kept green spaces without cable - this is now available thanks 
to the powerful battery packs from Metabo. The new garden 
range of the Nuertingen power tool manufacturer starts into the 
garden season, among other things, with a lawn mower for large 
areas and two brush cutters for demanding applications. “Our 
new range covers the most important applications in gardening 
and landscaping, thus tools for the professional care of lawns 
and green areas must not be missing”, says Metabo product 
manager Carina Frank.

Efficient on large areas
The new 18 Volt cordless lawn mower RM 36-18 LTX BL 46 is a real multi-talent: Users cannot only use it for 
mowing and ejecting the cut grass straight towards the rear, but also collect and mulch it if needed. The supplied 
flexible collection bag and the mulching key can be easily changed for this. “Our new lawn mower is particularly 
suited for large areas of up to 800 square metres and processes 
them very efficiently”, says Carina. The powerful Brushless motor 
and the 46 centimetre wide cutting deck ensure high cutting 
output. “At the same time, the battery pack endures long working 
periods, since the mower works in an intelligent and energy-
efficient manner: It adapts the motor output to the grass height”, 
explains Carina. Users can set the cutting height with one hand 
to seven different levels. 
Thanks to the low noise with a sound pressure level of 88 decibel 
(A-rating), even jobs in areas sensitive to noise are possible. In 
order to transport the powerful mower easily to the application 
site, it comes with a double foldable handle and additional carry 
handles. It can also be stored upright and thus occupies little 
space.
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The new powerful lawn mower RM 36-18 LTX BL 46 
from Metabo is particularly suited for large areas up to 
800 square metres.

Plenty of power, compact packaging: The RM 36-18 
LTX BL 46 can be easily folded and even stored upright 
for easy transport and space-saving storage.
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Powerful cuts for demanding applications
It the lawn mower meets its limit due to undergrowth, obstacles or due to working on slopes, the new powerful 18 
Volt cordless brush cutters FSB 36-18 LTX BL 40 with bike handle and FSD 36-18 LTX BL 40 with loop handle is 
used. Whether trimming tall grass, cutting thorn hedges or trimming lawn edges, the brush cutters deliver plenty of 
power with their Brushless motor and 40 centimetres of cutting 
diameter, even for demanding applications. 
The adjustable bike handle is particularly suited for comfortable 
working on larger areas and can be adjusted to the body height. 
“On the other hand, thanks to the loop handle, users can work 
efficiently even in tight spaces and on obstacles. The stepless 
speed control trigger allows the user to adjust the working speed 
to the respective application”, says Carina Frank.

Comfortable to work with
The different tools provide even more flexibility: a twin line spool 
for mowing large lawn areas and different blades for thick brush 
or undergrowth. The line can be adjusted and changed by the 
user during operation by tapping it briefly, quickly and without having to remove or open the spool. The scope of 
delivery of both tools includes an individually adjustable shoulder and back carry strap, which ensures a healthy 
body posture by optimally balancing the working weight. Just like the lawn mower, the quiet brush cutters can be 
used in environments sensitive to noise.

All three tools expand the 18 Volt class from Metabo and the 
cross-manufacturer battery pack system CAS (Cordless Alliance 
System), in which presently more than 230 tools of 23 brands 
are compatible with one battery pack. For the users this means 
that they can use one battery pack not only in the garden, but 
also for their other power tools.
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Powerful cuts even for demanding applications thanks 
to the new brush cutter FSB 36-18 LTX BL 40.

Quickly and without tools: Users change the line in the 
Metabo brush cutters FSB 36-18 LTX BL 40 and FSD 
36-18 LTX BL 40 without opening or having to remove 
the spool. 
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Technical data 
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Lawn mower  
RM 36-18 LTX BL 46

Battery pack voltage 18 V
Cutting width 46 cm
Cutting height 25 – 80 mm
Cutting height levels 7
No-load speed 2.800 /min
Maximum speed 3.400 /min
Weight with battery pack 25.8 kg

Brush cutter  
FSB 36-18 LTX BL 40

Brush cutter  
FSD 36-18 LTX BL 40

Battery pack voltage 18 V
Cutting diameter 40 cm
No-load speed 0 - 6,000 /min
Thread diameter 2 mm
Handle Bike handle Loop handle
Weight with battery pack 4.7 kg 4.3 kg
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Three-in-one: The RM 36-18 LTX BL 46 cannot only 
mow, but also collect and mulch. The flexible collection 
bag and the mulching key can be easily changed. 

The new Metabo brush cutters are available as FSB 
36-18 LTX BL 40 with bike handle for comfortable 
working on larger areas and as FSD 36-18 LTX BL 40 
with loop handle for tight spaces.


